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ABSTRACT

This paper considers an on going study dealing with international project selling.  Contrary to traditional
descipline, where the actions  are viewed to be temporary and actors are explained to have a specific  goal and
short term strategy, this study employs network theory which provides a different result. In this study project
selting is explained to have  the aim of long term strategy and extensive relationsbips.  The question of the study is
not if selfets  achieve their purpose, but on what is going on in this complex  changing process. If the matter of
change  was only related to the successive development in the exchange relationship, then tbe transformation
process would  be more predictable. The problem of entering  into a new project or component selling  and the
complication in discontinuity make the changes more chaotic. Changes in the fotal exchange relationship are
detined  as the base for the changes in the project networks. The point of departure is that the project sellers  aim
toward a long term project selling.  But they may tind  themselves in other conditions  where they want to enter
into a project market, or they are already in the project market but the discontinuity in the projects has become
a severe  problem.

1. Introduction

The increasing value of project selling  has created a growing interest toward research on the
subjett. These studies can be categorized into two fields, traditional, and network. In the fiist, the
traditional, the focus is on individ&  projects  and explains that the selling  initiates from scratch.
The resource exchange is unconditionally dominated by the life time of the project (Goodman,
1976, Ruskin, 1982). It is also denoted that the strategic  action has a short term nature and follows
the project’s rise and fall. The next category, employing the network model, observes a project
within an already established relationship. Project  selling  is related to other activities which
historitally  have integrated the buyer and seller. However, both categories have some tommon
problem areas which are; a) the uniqueness, b) the infrequence, and c) the complexity and intensity
of the tasks in the projects.  But the way that they treat these tommon  subjetts is different when
dealing with resource dependency and strategy. In the traditional models the dependency and
strategy have a short nature because of the infrequency and uniqueness. The problem of uniqueness
is connected to the seller’s capability. The buyer and other actors are considered to have a passive
role. In the network model, the project is recognized as an episode within the long term
interdependence relationships. The uniqueness is handled within the existing relationships.
Consequently, contrary to the lirst  perspective, the matter  of intervals does not apply to a significant
resource mobilization problem. The project requirement is treated  within the available
cooperational capabilities of project actors and not only by the capability of a seller.

The explanation demonstratcs two extreme static conditions.  One focuses on the project activities
starting from scratch and the other from the long term exchange relationships. The uniqueness and



discontinuity are the major problems for the fiist perspective but not for the setond  one. The
illustration of these two conditions is not only the matter of differentes  in the mentioned
perspectives. It can also distinguish the projects at different stages of development. One considers a
seller  in the initial stage of dependency when the plan is to enter into a project. The next one is
related to the project selling  within the already established joint cooperation between buyer and
seller  (See also Ansoff, 1984). This means that the project seller  from the stage of market entry is to
make changes in his relationship with a buyer.

The point of departure in this study is the sellers’ strategic action is toward the project market and
not one specific project. The strategic actions is explained to influence on the exchange
relationships and positions. The new relationship itself causes changes in the future strategic action.
Meaning that the strategic action and relationship influence each other. The seller’s  aim, fiistly, is to
enter  into the market and thereafter avoid discontinuity (See also Mazet & Sallez, 1992). The
buyer-seller  relationship in a project initially starts from scratch or from the selling  of simple
products.  But the aim is to sel1 several other projects and establish an extensive and long term
relationship. In between these two conditions the seller  is faced with the problems of discontinuity
and interruptions. Consequently, this research study by employing the network model focuses on
the development or change in the strategic action and exchange relationship. The major question is
how the buyer-seller  relatitionships change  when the seller  is aiming towards a continuity in its
relationship with the buyer.

2. A Simple TpQ-Lgy

There are many definitions for the project management and selling.  They vary from a short and
limited interaction  to a long term operation. Ansoff (1984) in the study of strategies specifies  two
types of strategy determining the project sellers’ relations with buyers. In the furst strategy the
project is viewed as a short term relationship for a specific purpose and the next one considers a
long term joint cooperation of seller  and buyer (90-92).  Håkansson (1986) extends further and
interconnects the project cooperation with the technological and organizational adaptations. In this
study projects are related to the technical  development where there exists  a resource lit in the
partnership. The cooperation for series of projects has increased interdependencies which is
explained as the basis for the long term interactions  (p.279). Besides  the matter of long term and
short term strategies, there also exists a differente  in the types of exchange relationship. The
exchange can vary depending upon if a seller  is in the market or not. A project seller  may have
access to a unique capability, but its exchange relationship may be limited  because of the buyer’s
relationships with the competitors.  The exchange relationships may be extensive when the seller  is
successful in selling his unique capability to a buyer in the market.

The presented explanation indicates that the strategic actions can have a short or long term nature.
The seller’s exchange can also be limited  or extensive depending on its position in the project
market. The combination of the exchange relationships and stategic  actions provides four different
conditions which are illustrated in figure 1 in the next page.
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-1: A Simple Typology
STRATEG ACTION

LONG TERM SHORT TERM

(1)
EXTENSIVE 1-M (3)

I

rket based
EXCHANGE ;1
RELATIONSHIP

I

I

(2)
LIMTED component based

project based

(4)
hazard based

1

In the tirst condil& the seller  repeatedly utilizes his niche or unique capability in the market. The
strategic  actions  can be explained by its breadth or depth. In the tirst one, the strategy of the seller  is
to get involved with several buyers. By termination  of one project there starts another similar
project with the same or related buyers. In the setond one, the action of the seller  is to be integrated
with few buyers for several integrated projects. In an extreme case he becomes consolidated with
specific buyers for interrelated technical  development projects (See Håkansson, 1987). In projects
with several buyers the time interval in between projects decreases and the technological and
organizational adjustments strengthen the interdependencies. The uniqueness of cooperation  and
mutual benefit becomes more significant than the uniqueness of every individual project. The
benetit of a specific project does not dominate the interaction.  In an extreme case the mutual benefit
from long term cooperation  comes  under focus (See also Ansoff 1984, and Håkansson, 1986). The
seller  operates within an already consolidated exchange  relationship and the number  of alternatives
is few ( See also Andersson et. al. 1992). Every project has a short life cycle but the actors have a
long standing exchange  of resources. The critical matter  for the seller  is to keep the position and
develop the existing relationship.

In the setond condu  ort,‘i the project seller  considers the project market farreaching but has become
related to the buyers or suppliers by selling  components.  The seller  has access to a unique capacity
but the market operates only by selling  parts. This is similar  to the studies in industrial marketing
when discussing the buyer-seller  relationship for selling  standardised components  ( See, e.g.,
Axelsson & Laage-Hellman, 1991). The temporary exchange  in a project is only an episode. The
seller’s  position becomes particularly  weak when the component has a standardized nature. This
increases the number of alternative sellers providing similar  products.  The major problem for the
seller is to penetrate into the project market.

In the third conditioa the project life cycle dominates the exchange  period. It is the uniqueness of
the seller’s capability which has integrated him with a buyer. The attained position and resource
exchange  follow the curve for the project life cycle. This way of observation is similar  to the
traditional studies on project selling  which regard the resource exchange  and strategy as short lived
and assume to follow the life cycle of the project (See Ruskin, 1982). The exchange  is initiated
from scratch and at the end of the project when the mutual benefit is obtained the interaction  is
interrupted.  But according to other studies the exchange  relationship does not follow the project’s
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life cycle. There may be no exchange before but there exists a relationship after the project (See
Hadjikhani, 1992a). The serious problem for the seller  is the discontinuity of the projects.

. .
In condmn foLr the temporary operation is included with limited  exchange. The seller  has access
to a unique technical or system capability but the market is still farreaching. The exchange is in the
awareness leve1 (See Burges, & Hudges, 1979) which provides a limited knowledge about the
product  and the seller for the buyer. But because of the short interaction  there still exists a distance
after the exchange. The dependency in case of an existing exchange is low and the buyer has
several alternative sellers. The seller  has access to a unique technical or system integration
capability but has no specific  position in the buyers’ net of exchanges. The seller  is faced with the
problems existing for both sellers in cell 2 and 3.

The discussion  above illustrates a static picture assuming a given position for every condition.  The
picture does not include the movement from one position to another. The problem for the seller  in
condition  3 and 4 is discontinuity in the relationships and for conditions  2 and 4 is the connection to
an unused unique ability. Condition 1 is the ultimate  condition  and the sellers’ aim in the other three
cells is to move towards this one. A movement from one cell to another denotes changes  in the
relationships and positions. The action in changing relationship from cell 4 to 3 is regarded as an
entry strategy  in which the seller  by selling  its unique system change his weak position to a strong
one. But after the project termination, there arises the problem of discontinuity which puts demands
on seller  for strategic  actions  to enter into a new market or to activate the relationships with the
earlier buyer (See Hadjikhani, 1992). This is recognized as an effort to move  toward cell 1. But
every change  is considered an interference with another  network and is accumulated with breaking,
weakening and strengthening of some other exchange relationships. The seller in entering  into a
new project or long term cooperation  has to break the buyer’s relationship with another seller.
Unless the seller  is an early starter or alone in the market (Johanson & Mattsson, 1987 p.301).

The explanation above is to illustrate that there exist a dynamism inbuilt in the actor’s strategic
actions  and exchange relationships. At this stage, it is interesting to study how the literature deals
with the matter  of relationship changes.

3. A Short Reviev

A change  from one state of condition  to another is explained as, a) development of exchange within
an existing relationship, b) a more drastical change  where a new relationship is established and an
old one disappears (See also Andersson, et al., p.9). A review of existing literature on market
relationsbips  reveals that the attention has mainly focused on the systematic  changes and the
drastical  changes  have been neglected. Dwyer (et.al., 1987, p. 11) explain  the marketing theory
distuss buyer-seller  exchanges almost as discreet events  which are a serious omission  in the
development of marketing knowledge (See also Sheth & Gardner  1976, 1982). There are more
extensive studies in social exchange theory where the inter-personal and cliques behavioural
changes  and development are studied. There the relationships, e. g. a marriage, assumes to have a
life cycle. The construction is employed by some researchers in industrial marketing. The studies,
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by referring to the accumulative  process employ the notion of life-cycle and evolutionary theories
to explain the buyer-seller  relationships’ development. A similar  metaphor is also employed by
Monthoux (1975) and MC Call (1966, p. 197-198) to explain the process of changes in the buyer
seller  relationships. In the same vein Levitt (1983) states  that the industrial relationship starts by a
transaction and how good the relationship is depends on how well the relationship is managed
(p.111).  Some studies explain furmer  and present distinctive  stages for the development within a
relationship. Ford (1986),  e.g.,denotes that fhe process is connected in five stages (p. 291). In this
evolutionary model the progress in the stages is toward strong and long term relationships.
Uncertainty reduction and different types of distance reduction are the grounds for mutual
interaction.  These are obtained in the process of time which is declared necessary for trust and
strengthening the position, This view also explains the specific role  of the technology. According to
Ford and Håkansson (1987) transformation of a weak relationship to an active  and strong one is a
result of increasing technological adaptations and interdependency.

These studies consider the change  as a successive development of relationships and positions. They
explain that uncertainty and interdependency are integrated with trust and conflict resolution. The
notion of the evolutionary or life cycle model can be true for the explanation of a specific condition.
Where the actors succeed by a incremental interdependency to increase the trust and reduce
uncertainty. The substantial issue of keeping interactions  at a specific leve1 is declared to be the
maintenance. The changes are assumed to have their origin  within the relationship. But the critical
problem in such an explanation is the role of other actors. In every relationship, each actor is related
to competitive actors always expetting the original relationship to be broken. Or they undertake
actions  to break the established relationship. Therefore, when the change  is considered the
movement from one specitic  condition  to another, the general notion of change  becomes  difficult to
applicate.  Hedaa (1991a)  in his study of exchange  relationships gives a different explanation (p.3).
He states that in a turbulent world it is unlikely that the influence of so many indogeneous and
exogeneous factors  work in toncert  to support the life cycle notion. Hedaa argues that the life cycle
with distinct consecutive stages is a misleading and empiritally  unlikely ideal type. Sinte at any
point of time strengthening of ties, risks for weakening of ties and threats of exit from the
relationships may prevail(l991a).  Similar  to the successive development notion the author (199lb)
explains that the change depends on trust, uncertainty reduction and satisfaction.  The increased trust
because of new and past commitment experiences results  in increased interdependencies. The
uncertainty sources, technical,  market transaction as well as needed and accepted  uncertainties
influence the commitment and interdependency and result  in weakening or strengthening or
breaking of the ties (p. 9-14).

In connection to long term and broken relationships the study of Liliegren (1988) can be mentioned.
The author  by employing the network perspective concentrates on the relationship developments of
two Swedish lirms.  One thesis is that relationships are not stable sinte other relationships and
environment change.  Moreover, relationships may become weaker and break because of the impact
from other actors. Therefore, actions  for reconstruction are necessary if one or botb parties  realixe a
benelit from the exchange.  In the next thesis it is explained that big projects  because of
coordination  provide technical  and social interdependencies which require maintenance after
projects.  Similar  to this study, Orenstein  (1984) and Koenig (1979) focus on the active-broken
relationships. Orenstein explains how the disappearance of a director  connecting two firms breaks
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the relationships. He discusses the time before and after disappearance and the effort made by tbc
fii to repair the broken ties. Orenstein concludes that half of the broken ties remained unchanged.
Koeng Gogal  and Sandquist (1979) conciuded that there is a lower leve1 of reconstruction of ties
when the tontext of the relationships is information and social exchange (see also Steams &
Mizruchi, 1986). Burt (1983) explains that reconstruction is only when the counterpart supplies
critical resources. The matter  of interdependency is implicitly employed by these amhors to explain
the movement in the continuum of the active-broken relationships. The explanation illustrates that
the change can undertake different forms. Besides  the successive development a change can appear
because of new exchange or broken ones. The later changes  explain the movement of fotal actors
from one condition  to another.

A typical  characteristic for project  selling  is the discontinuity which constitutes a specific  change.
Similar  to the studies of Håkansson & Östberg (1975) and Ford (1990) - Cova and Salle (1992)
made an effort to employ the gift theory in studying the interval periods between projects.  The
study concludes that the gift theory (Baumann, 1990). has some limits in the explanation of a
drastical change from continuous and frequent to discontinuous infrequent. This change is
explanred  as a big problem for the project  seller.  after a project.

By discontinuity and intervals there appears a new type of relationship talled sleeping. This term is
defined as a period where the exchange of resources is interrupted but the accumulated knowledge
is still left among actors (See Hadjikhani, 1992). Tbc relationships are not broken sinte there still
exist a positive sediment from the earlier interactions.  The study (ibid)  illustrates how the sleeping
relationships were maintained for future projects  with the same and related buyers. Despite the fatt
that the seller  after project  termination  had no formal commitment towards investment in the
relationship. Typical examples for such a relationship are the projects  in the film industry. Palmer
(1983) explains that after every project  -a film- the relationships between actors and producer  of the
film become sleeping. The reactivation depends on the actor’s reputation, the positive sediment,
which can become a commodity for the next project  (See also Faulkner, 1987,880~887)

For the matter  of dissolution between exchange partners the study of (Searbright, et. al., 1992) can
be mentioned. The study explains that an exchange relationship can have a further development or
be dissolved because of the resource fit and attachment  between exchange parties.  The concept of
attachment  emphasizes the role of history in exchange relationships, suggesting that past exchange
affects  the likelihood of the future exchange. This is similar  to what Palmer (1983) defines  as
sleeping relationships. For the resource fit Searbright (et.al.,  1992) explains that the greater the
change in seller’s provision and buyer’s need over the period between agreements, or the exchange
partners alternative change, the greater chance of the dissolution of the relationships (See also,
Aiken &Hage,  1968; Van de Van, 1976). Whereas the greater attachment  which is developed
between partners counters  the pressure for dissolution.



4. Chanms in the Proiect Network

Project  marketing strategy is stated  by Mazet and Cova (1992) not to follow the general strategical
plantring principles. They refer to ‘pell-mell’ marketing implying that there is no selection  of
projects before the decision  to bid is made. In this research a strategic action is explained to
overcome changes in the relationships (See also Johanson & Mattsson, 1991/6).  A change in the
strategy action confers to change in the relationship which as a base define the strategical action
changes in the future.  Thus,  changes in strategic action and relationship are integrated in a manner
that change in one of them influences on the other.

By refering to the fig.1,  a change can be within a specific  cell or a movement from one cell to
another cell. The major attention of this study is on the setond  change category. One aim of a
project seller  is to enter  into cell 1 and keep the attained position. There are, e. g., studies denoting
that firms do not have the selling  of a single component  or a project as the fotal aim. A project
operation is recognized as a means to enter  into a new market (See, Sharma, 1983). The fotal aim is
a continuous project selling  which requires the actions  in changing the fotal actors’ positions and
relationships.

A change from one type of relationship to another can in a simple manner be illustrated as in fig. 2.
In the earlier section  tbc studies portrayed several types of change for relationships. As mentioned
the main focus of the studies on industrial marketing is on transformation of the relationship from
strong to weak or vice versa. The project operation does not necessarily follow this role because of
the discontinuity in between projects which fortes  the seller to look for new projects or undertake
maintenance actions.  The interval  contains the sleeping type of relationship which because of its
low dependency provides opportunity for competitors  to break. Accordingly, the strategic action in
the intervall periods can be the establishment of a new relationship, intruption of another,
maintenance and reconstruction. Thus, the simple matter  of discontinuity provides dramatical
changes in relationships and strategies.

Fig.2: 4 Simle Iluration for Chaw

As mentioned, in a project contract a commitment between seller  and buyer is formed  and during
the project life cycle other alternatives are curtailed. The consolidation or integration of a buyer in a
project decreases alternatives for others to break the activated exchange  because of the contractual
commitment. But by project termination and the absente of formal contract the doors for the
interference open and the buyer’s alternative choice increases. The startegic  action is to break the
buyer’s relation with the competitor  and build a new relationship for another project. The type of
action varies depending on the strength of the sleeping relationship after the project. When the
project is recognized as a means for entrance into the market, sellers employ enticing  and backward



supporting actions. In one project (See Hadikhani 1992) the seller  in breaking the competitor’s
relationship with a buyer, activated indirect  social relationships for backward  supporting, together
with technological adjustment and a very low price as enticement  actions.

The link in sleeping relationships is by the sediment of the interdependency and trust that the
project actors have experienced before. The tontent  of this sediment determines the strength of the
sleeping tie and the condition  of breaking. The concept  is similar  to attachment defined  by
(Searbright, et. al., 1992) which considers the role of history in exchange relationships. But the
sleeping relationship can also be recognized as a resource after project termination. By a unique
project with specific technical adaptation, the buyer becomes dependent on the seller  in the interval
period which also creates  barriers for others to enter  into the exchange (See also Engwall, 1992).
Thus the uniqueness can reflect on the type of dependency in the sleeping relationship. A specific
technology make the buyer dependent when expanding the production  capacity.  After the purchase
of a telecommunication system, e.g., the buyer becomes dependent on that specific technology and
when extending the communication net and patronizes the same system and seller.  The technical
adaptation costs  and problems in the changing system causes a dependency integrated into the
sleeping relationship.

By a low uniquness and dependency the sediment only contains the attachment. This naturally
facilitates for the new actors to break the sleeping relationship. The maintenance action is to inject
energy to strengthen the sleeping relation which otherwise the relationship becomes weaker or
broken. The maintenace actions can undertake  several  forms. The history of the relationship itself,
because of trust and social interaction,  becomes one form of maintenance (See Searbrigth, et.al.,
1992). Cove and Salle (1992) for the problem in discontinuity propose  maintenance actions having
technical and social natures (p.68). The study of Hadikhani (1992a) concludes that the maintenance
actions are financed by sellers to keep or strengthen the position for the future projects.  In the same
study a seller  by investing six years in technical and social services succeeded to enter  into several
other projects.

The presumption in reactivation of sleeping relationship is the fitness  between buyer and seller.  The
fittness, as explained before, considers both resource fit and attachment (See, Searbright, et.al.,
1992). The discontinuity causes problems when the exchange partner in the interval period makes
changes  in their needs and capabilities. The unfitness in the resource or attachments  leads to the
dissolution of the sleeping relationship. Unless reconstruction actions for resources and personal
fitness are undertaken. The matter  of fittness becomes urgent for the sellers changing limited
exchange to an extensive one. Resource fittness in component  selling  does not necessarily lead to
fittness in the project level. An attempt for such an exchange transformation may result in the
appearance of a weaken sleeping relationship originated from component  selling.  On the conuary,
the high degree of resource fit and attachment in cell 1 cannot be easily threatened by competitors,
unless one exchange partner reconstructs its total net of exchanges.
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.+i.ConclumoQ

Similar to other studies in relationship development, Burgess  and Huston (1979, pp.57)  state that
the change proceeds through the three levels of awareness, formal contract and mutuality and
adaptation (See also Levinger & Snoke, 1972). The movement back and forth in these three levels
depends on the outcome of the interactions.  This study concludes that the complexity and
specification  in project selling  causes complication in employing this notion. There may arise
conditions  where exchange partners start a relationship in cell 4 and successively develop it towards
cell 1. But in reality the change is chaotic and far from a harmonit  development. The entrance of
new actors in new relationships, breaking the old relationship in each of the cells is normal in
project selling.  The interval after an exchange or project termination in the critical area which
causes opportunity for one actor to break into an exchange and a problem for the other as its
relationship may be broken.

An exchange may start from scratch and strategic  action aims at long term and extensive
relationships. But the process has an inbuilt violante in the interval periods. For every change from
one cell to another, the actor must defend the new position from the competitor’s offensive actions.
The severe problem, as Cova and Salle (1992) state, lies in the period of discontinuity. But
discontinuity also provides opportunity for other actors to build new relationships.

The study concludes that the intervals do not pertain to an exigency in the relationship because of
the absente in the exchange. The partners have a specific  type of relationship which is talled
sleeping. It is based on the sediment of the earlier exchanges  which contains the attachment  and
knowledge about technological ability. This sediment specifies  the dependency, position and future
action of an actor. But the problem of interruption influences the strength of this relationship. The
maintenance actions  are to keep alive the sleeping relationship and to strengthen the position for the
next project. By an offensive action for establishment of new relationships, the sleeping
relationships become weaker or broken. Reconstruction becomes  necessary for the next project.
Providing a defence position by maintenance actions  is also combined  with investment in the
relationship, the absente of the formal commitment in the sleeping relationship causes uncertainty
for the investment. A need for a high leve1 of investment and uncertain timing for the next project
makes the maintenance actions  questionable. Finally, the discusions above illustrate how the
harmony in development process changes  cannot  be employed in project selling.  Every change in
the project’s buyer seller  relationship considers with several other severe and complex  actions.
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